In the 12 months from July 1933, a series of disturbances took place on the streets of the Garngad district of Glasgow. Through a case study of the brutal conflict that erupted between the police and local residents, this article demonstrates that police violence was both pervasive and routine in the poorer working-class communities of interwar Britain. Contrary to contemporary depictions of Britain as a 'uniquely peaceable kingdom', which were promoted with renewed vigour in aftermath of the First World War, 1 members of the judiciary, politicians and the press all sanctioned the use of violence to repress a community that had repeatedly been labelled as lawless. This is especially significant since, by the 1930s, even CONTACT Andrew Davies a.m.davies@liverpool.ac.uk 1 the inhabitants of Britain's so-called 'slum' districts enjoyed the rights of citizenship. 2 As V.A.C. Gatrell pointed out, the 'question of how poorer people regarded the law and its enforcers' is 'central to all assessments of the legitimacy of the state'. 3 Exploring how one impoverished community experienced policing during the 1930s, this article argues that in reality many poorer working-class people were treated as outsiders in the peaceable kingdom; the vote had brought them few new rights and policing reinforced their view that the state worked for class interests diametrically opposed to their own. 4 The mutual antipathy between beat constables -the most visible agents of state authority -and the urban poor during the Victorian and Edwardian periods has been well documented. 5 Studies of policing in interwar Britain, however, suggest that while conflict between police and working-class communities persisted, outside of industrial disputes it was sporadic and characterized by reciprocal violence in which police officers and civilians alike 'gave as good as they got'.
6 Joanne Klein's study of beat constables in Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham concluded that 'serious' violence towards the police significantly diminished from the 1920s onwards.
7 Other historians, who have deployed oral testimonies from retired police officers, have found former 'bobbies' to be unusually reticent when questioned about their resort to their batons. 8 Existing studies tend to focus on the experiences of police on the beat. They do not attempt to interrogate the wider relationships -with the judiciary, politicians and the press -within which local conflicts took place and were dealt with. These studies provide valuable insights into police-public relations during the 1930s, but the sources that underpin them -official records, such as police complaints books, and oral testimonies -provide only sporadic glimpses of the violence that continued to characterize encounters between the police and Britain's urban poor. It is clear that police officers chose to downplay or omit violence both in official records and in their oral history testimonies. 9 More important still, historians' emphasis on the reciprocity of violence risks obscuring the profoundly unequal power relations that shaped these encounters. To understand these dynamics, we need to understand the extent to which the police were actively supported by the judiciary, with the overwhelming support of politicians and the press. This requires us to track confrontations from the streets to the courtroom.
By examining incidents that took place within a specific locality, and tracing their judicial repercussions, this article demonstrates that it is possible to develop a very different analysis of police-public relations that foregrounds the enduring prejudices against the urban poor within the criminal justice system. In Glasgow, the judiciary frequently condoned police violence during the 1930s while simultaneously stigmatizing 'slum' dwellers and undermining their attempts to challenge police methods and police officers' testimonies in court. Violence between police and civilians was reciprocal in these disturbances, but its consequences were disproportionately suffered by civiliansirrespective of their status as perpetrators, victims or witnesses.
Responses to the civilians involved in these disturbances demonstrate how class antagonism continued to shape both the operation of the judicial system and press depictions of the inhabitants of Britain's 'slums' in the age of mass democracy. Allegations of the abuse of police powers, which had created a series of 'celebrity victims' during the Metropolitan Police scandals of the late 1920s, 10 met with a much more hostile response when they emanated from a Glasgow 'slum'. When working-class people made collective attempts to challenge what they experienced as a system of policing by intimidation they had to contend with a highly punitive judicial response. Viewed from the Garngad, the law and its enforcers appeared to be anything but even-handed.
The analysis that follows utilizes official records -police complaints books and personnel files, along with legal case files and prison registersbut in a departure from the existing historiography much of the crucial information is drawn from newspaper coverage of trials held at Glasgow's Northern Police Court and the city's Sheriff Court. 11 While press reports did not contain full transcripts of the hearings, they frequently carried lengthy extracts from both police evidence and testimonies by prisoners and their witnesses. 12 As might be expected, accounts of the same event were frequently wildly contradictory, making it impossible to discover the truth of what happened. However, the gulf between police and civilian testimony revealed by these press reports enables us to see grievances that were deeply felt on both sides. This provides powerful evidence of the alienation of many working-class people from the law and its enforcers. A clear 'hierarchy of credibility' operated in the courts, whereby police evidence was generally regarded as providing factual versions of events. Prisoners and their witnesses, by contrast, were frequently afforded little credence. 13 Nonetheless, for the historian willing to read sources against the grain, 14 trial reports provide vital snippets of working-class, civilian testimony on incidents that can no longer be reconstructed from living memory.
Sectarian violence and police violence in the Garngad
The Garngad district -generally known by its residents as 'the Garngad' -lay north-east of Glasgow city centre. The district was notoriously unhealthy: its tenements were the most densely populated in a city infamous for its overcrowding. Three chemical plants in close proximity had created a noxious atmosphere in which respiratory diseases were widespread. Frequently described as a 'slum', the Garngad was further renowned as both 'Irish' and 'Catholic', although in reality the local population was more mixed in terms of both ethnicity and religious affiliation than outsiders generally supposed. The disturbances during 1933-34 were concentrated in four adjacent residential streets -Turner Street, Villiers Street, Bright Street and Cobden Street -bounded by Charles Street to the north and the busy thoroughfare of Garngad Road to the south. Most of the households in this portion of the Garngad were composed of Catholics of Irish descent, but by no means all: Cobden Street, in particular, was noted for the 'Orange' -militant Protestantsympathies of some of its residents.
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In common with many of the thoroughfares in Glasgow's poorer districts, Garngad Road was the site of regular sectarian skirmishes. Disorder tended to peak on the night of the annual Twelfth of July parades, when supporters of the Orange Order processed through Glasgow on their return to their home districts. Confrontations between the 'Orangemen' and hostile Catholic crowds frequently led to multiple arrests. 16 On Saturday, 8 July 1933, disturbances flared across the city following the 'Orange Walk' at Bothwell as more than 1000 police struggled to maintain order. Most of the 'guerilla warfare' -as the Sunday Mail termed it -took place in the streets, but in the Garngad, 'the two factions engaged in raiding one another's homes, smashing in the doors, breaking their way into the houses and assaulting the residents'.
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The following week saw allegations that the police had resorted to brutal methods to quell the disturbances. These stemmed from the arrest of three young men -Thomas Wright, Samuel McDowall and Thomas Johnstonefollowing a fight in Wright's tenement flat in Cobden Street. 18 The prisoners, who were remanded in custody following their first appearance at the Northern Police Court on 10 July, took the unusual step of hiring a solicitor to represent them. 19 Wright's head was still heavily bandaged when they made their next appearance at the Northern Police Court, four days later. Inspector McColl told the court that he had gone to the flat following a report that Wright and his friends had smashed in a neighbour's door. According to McColl, Wright struck him on the arm with a bottle. When he returned with a sergeant and six constables, they were attacked by Wright and his friends and drew their batons to defend themselves. At the police office, Wright explained that the trouble arose due to resentment at 'mixed marriages' (between Catholics and Protestants). The magistrate, Bailie John Ratcliffe, accepted the inspector's account. (Bailies were local councillors appointed to preside at the city's police courts.
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) Ratcliffe found all three prisoners guilty of committing a breach of the peace and further convicted Wright of assaulting a police officer. He fined Wright two guineas; McDowall and Johnstone were each fined one pound. Ratcliffe told the prisoners that these relatively lenient sentences took account of the injuries that they had suffered. In effect, Ratcliffe's sentences incorporated -and thus endorsed -the summary punishment that the police had inflicted at the scene.
Ratcliffe's handling of the case provides a prime example of the way in which the judiciary habitually disregarded the evidence of defence witnesses. According to the prisoners and their witnesses, attention had been drawn to the Wrights' orange curtains during a row in the street below. Wright's wife, Rachel, told the court that she and her husband had been 'sitting down to tea' with friends when the lock on her door 'suddenly flew off' and the police burst in. She insisted that her husband had not wielded a bottle, and further alleged that she had been 'thrown aside' by Inspector McColl with such force that she 'fell into the fireplace'. She was then dragged down the tenement stairs by one of the constables, who only released her when told that she was in a 'delicate condition'. Under crossexamination by the Wrights' solicitor, the inspector admitted that Thomas Wright had been struck on the head with a baton by one of the constables, while he had batoned Wright three times himself -albeit not on the head. Faced with wildly conflicting accounts, Bailie Ratcliffe had given the police his staunch backing, unequivocally endorsing their testimonies -which effectively served as institutional 'truths' -as well as their resort to overwhelming violence.
The onslaught against the Wrights provides an unusually vivid illustration of police violence. Wright and his friends were Protestants. However, allegations of police brutality in the Garngad were more commonly made by Catholics. The local street gang, the Cheeky Forty, was avowedly Catholic.
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By contrast, the city's police force was overwhelmingly Protestant. 22 Tensions between the 'gangsters' and beat constables, fuelled by competing claims to ownership of the streets, were exacerbated by sectarian animosity. 23 From December 1931, the 'rough justice' that characterized much local police work was boosted considerably when Percy Sillitoe was appointed as Glasgow's Chief Constable. By Sillitoe's own account, at the time of his appointment the city was 'over-run' by gangsters. Sillitoe had forged a reputation as a gangbusting 'cop' in Sheffield. Under his leadership, Glasgow's police were firmly encouraged to meet force with superior force. Sillitoe gloried in his officers' prowess in 'rough-houses' and stood by them when their aggressive tactics led to periodic outcries against police 'brutality'. Of course, violence between the police and civilians in Glasgow remained reciprocal. As the Evening News declared in July 1934, the intensity of hostility to the police 'in many districts of Glasgow' remained 'one of the most disturbing problems' the city faced. 25 Crucially, while gang members were prominent among those involved in assaults both on and by the police, they held no monopoly. In the city's poorer districts, people of all ages and both sexes -including many with no record of involvement in gangs or crime -found themselves embroiled in these conflicts. Here, police violence was a fact of everyday life.
Police prejudice and community resistance
In the months that followed the 1933 Orange Walk, hostility to the police in the Garngad intensified significantly. The catalyst was the arrival in the district of a new beat constable, PC James Robertson. Aged 23, and a Protestant, Robertson was an imposing figure: at six feet, two inches tall, and weighing more than 16 stone, he was a colossus compared to most residents of the Garngad. 26 He had worked as a blacksmith for two years prior to a two-year stint as a police constable in Dundee. He joined the City of Glasgow Police in May 1933, and patrolled the Garngad following his transfer to the Northern Division on 3 July. 27 The posting of such a physically intimidating recruit to the district during the build-up to the Orange Walk fitted with Sillitoe's policy of meeting force with superior force. However, Robertson's intimidating manner, inflammatory language and undisguised disdain for Catholics caused considerable disquiet. Within weeks of his arrival, local residents nicknamed him 'Hitler'. Canal. He managed to thwart them until a second constable, alerted by the commotion, rushed to the scene and the men fled. McKay and Callaghan were subsequently arrested in their own homes. The third assailant was not identified. Both prisoners denied the charge, with Callaghan telling the magistrate that 'it was ridiculous to think that even three men would try to throw a man like the constable over a parapet six feet high. It would need a crane to do it.' Bailie Armstrong was unmoved. Accepting Robertson's version of events, he found both prisoners guilty. He jailed McKay for 60 days and Callaghan for 30.
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Two weeks later, an official complaint was lodged against PC Robertson by George Devlin, a 36-year-old labourer from Garngad Road. Devlin was politically ambitious -a self-styled 'independent socialist', he had already announced his intention to stand as an independent candidate in Glasgow's forthcoming municipal elections. 30 He claimed that he had been asked to call a public meeting to protest against 'the continuation of Constable Robertson on this beat or in the Garngad district'. Devlin organized an open-air meeting in Villiers Street on the evening of Monday 4 September. The meeting drew a crowd of between 600 and 700. Stressing their right as citizens to be treated with civility and respect, Devlin told the crowd that:
. . . the Police were paid to give protection to the people as well as to property and that they had a right to lodge a complaint against a Constable if they felt that was necessary. A Constable had no right to use obscene language in putting them away from the corners.
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Devlin pledged to take the matter to the Chief Constable. He also reported Robertson's 'overbearing and oppressive' conduct to a local Labour councillor, Jean Mann. She immediately wrote to Sillitoe, suggesting that Robertson might be transferred to a different district.
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The complaint against PC Robertson was investigated by Inspector William Cowie of the Northern Division. Cowie interviewed both Devlin and Mann. He then spoke to a number of local people identified by Devlin as witnesses to 'Hitler's' alleged misconduct. Faced by a police inspector, the witnesses were understandably circumspect, but their statements nonetheless testified to Robertson's casual resort to insulting language. Fortyseven-year-old Rose Ann Romeo described an incident that had taken place on the night of Sunday, 27 August. A group of Garngad residents alighted from a bus at around half-past 11, having returned from a picnic. As they gathered at the junction of Charles Street and Villiers Street awaiting the arrival of a second bus carrying the rest of their party they were approached by PC Robertson, who told them: 'There's too much f. . . ing carry on among you lot.' Romeo insisted that the crowd had done nothing to provoke the constable's ire. The organizer of the buses, James McInally, aged 52, described how 'Hitler' told the crowd to 'get to hell out of here'.
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More damning -though still circumspect -testimony was provided by 20-year-old James Kelly from Villiers Street. Kelly described how he had been walking along Garngad Road on his way to chapel at around 11 o'clock on a recent Sunday morning when he saw two constables, one of whom was 'Hitler'. According to Kelly: 'As I was passing him he asked me where I was going and told him I was going to the Chapel. He then said, "A bomb in that chapel would do no harm".' Kelly explained that he took 'Hitler's' comment as 'a joke', but added that Devlin 'took it to be serious'. 34 Given that the Garngad had been the site of bitter sectarian violence only weeks earlier, Robertson's 'joke' was at the very least illjudged. 'Hitler' had shown himself to be a bigot as well as a bully. Significantly, only one of these witnesses to Robertson's alleged misconduct was a young man. Rose Ann Romeo and James McInally were middle-aged, law-abiding citizens, but this had not exempted them or their companions from Robertson's abuse.
Robertson had his supporters among the residents of the Garngad as well as his critics, as Councillor Jean Mann quickly discovered when she raised the constable's conduct at a meeting of Provan Ward Committee. (Glasgow's municipal ward committees served to 'draw the attention of the Council to the wants and aspirations of their locality'. They were 'nominally independent of political parties' and any municipal elector could stand for election to them.
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) When Mann informed the Provan Ward Committee that she had supported Devlin's complaint, she found little support for her action. Quite the opposite: 44-year-old Patrick Byrnea resident of Turner Street in the Garngad, and a member of the Scottish Socialist Party -told the Committee that:
. . . he was sorry to hear that such a complaint had been lodged as he had never been able to get to sleep until all hours of the morning until this Constable came to the District. His opinion was that another half dozen 'Hitlers' was required -not the removal of a man who was doing his duty well. Mann told Inspector Cowie that Byrne's intervention was received by the Committee 'with acclamation'. 37 Byrne told Cowie that 'it is only the younger and irresponsible element' who objected to Robertson's conduct. 38 Labour activists like Byrne, determined to show that socialists could be trusted to maintain public order, frequently deplored rowdyism in terms that echoed pronouncements by police officials. 39 Mann, who had initially endorsed allegations of police misconduct, quickly backtracked when she heard Byrne's account. 40 In the wake of the inquiry, Robertson received resolute support from his senior officers. In his report to Chief Constable Sillitoe, James MairActing Superintendent of the Northern Division -was unequivocal: Robertson was 'a young Constable of good physique', who had 'discharged his duties in a satisfactory manner and without complaint'. According to the superintendent, the recent friction in the Garngad stemmed not from any misconduct on the part of the constable, but from rowdyism by local youths:
Garngad District which is situated in Provan Ward, is a densely populated slum area frequented by a large number of unemployed youths who loiter at street corners, indulging in horse play until the early hours of the morning, and in consequence a number of letters of complaint have been received regarding the annoyance caused. 41 Mair's report detailed cases tried at the Northern Police Court during the 10 weeks from 1 July -coinciding with Robertson's transfer to the district. They included 99 people dealt with for breaches of the peace; 12 for assaults on the police; 21 for assaults on civilians and 22 for housebreaking. According to the superintendent, all of the defendants were from 'that District' -the Garngad. Mair concluded that 'it would not be judicious to transfer Constable Robertson from his present beat in Garngad Road'. 42 His recommendation was upheld. Robertson had been patrolling the Garngad for just seven weeks. His nickname was already well established. The statements gathered following Devlin's complaint help to explain both the moniker 'Hitler' and the forlorn attempt to humiliate Robertson by throwing him in a canal. The constable's 'overbearing and oppressive manner', his casual resort to obscene language -directed at local residents in general, not just rowdy youths -and his anti-Catholic prejudice, however 'jokily' expressed, smacked of 'policing with contempt' rather than consent. 43 rode roughshod over local concerns about Robertson's demeanour. The superintendent's report portrayed the Garngad as a fractured community, in which the antics of disorderly youths prompted complaints to the police from tormented householders. In reality, older, more 'respectable' residents were among those angered by 'Hitler's' conduct. Mair's characterization of 'that District' as a hotbed of violence and criminality evidently persuaded Chief Constable Sillitoe that Robertson was precisely the type of officer the Garngad required.
'Mob' violence and the judiciary Four months after the superintendent's report, another confrontation involving PC Robertson led to sensational newspaper headlines decrying the Garngad's lawlessness. On this occasion, Robertson received outspoken public backing from the judiciary. The furore stemmed from a routine Saturday night patrol. At around 11 o'clock on 27 January 1934, Robertson and a fellow beat constable, George McIntosh, told a group of young men to 'move on' from the pavement outside a fish supper shop. The masculine pride of police officers and civilians alike was at stake in such encounters and neither side could back down without losing face. 44 On this occasion, Robertson quickly became embroiled in a struggle with one of the men. As a crowd gathered, and the struggle escalated, Robertson's helmet was knocked off and he was struck on the head with a bottle. 45 Robertson's alleged assailants -Joseph McLean, aged 24, and Edward Glancy, 25 -stood trial at Glasgow Sheriff Court before Sheriff Haldane on 18-19 April. Haldane had taken up his appointment in Glasgow six months previously. 46 Both prisoners were charged with assaulting the police, and Glancy faced a second charge of attempting to rescue McLean from custody. The constables testified that the assault was entirely unprovoked: they told the crowd to move on and McLean responded by seizing PC Robertson's tunic, butting him in the face and kicking him. When PC McIntosh intervened, McLean attacked him too. During the struggle, Glancy stepped out of the crowd and smashed a bottle over Robertson's head. Heavily outnumbered, the constables nonetheless managed to arrest both of their assailants. Robertson was subsequently unfit for duty for 12 days. 47 Civilian witnesses told a different story, however. One of the shop assistants told the court that McLean had ordered two fish suppers, then went out onto the pavement while his order was being prepared. Two 48 These civilian accounts suggest that, far from launching an unprovoked assault, the prisoners had responded in kind to police brutality.
Sheriff Haldane's summing-up caused a sensation. Eager to publicly champion the police, Haldane declared that the jurors were no doubt familiar with the name of the district in which the incident had occurred on account of:
. . . the lawless proceedings which went on there and the mob violence which so often occurred . . . Police constables performing their duty in such an area were frequently exposed to very great danger, not only of personal injury but danger for their lives, and he thought the jury would appreciate the difficulties in which they worked . . .
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Haldane added that it was difficult 'in such a notorious area' to find civilians willing to testify in support of the police, whereas witnesses were frequently 'induced' to undermine police testimony in court. The jury found McLean guilty. Haldane jailed him for three months. Glancy was found guilty of assaulting the constables, but the additional charge against him of attempting to release McLean from police custody was found not proven, despite Haldane's insistent prompting. Glancy had already served nine terms of imprisonment. Haldane gave him another six months. in any district in the city' and called for a public inquiry. James Wilson, who claimed to have preached in the Garngad weekly for 45 years, rubbished Haldane's claim that the district was unsafe. Wilson was adamant that 'Garngad folk compare favourably with other working-class districts of the city, and do not deserve to be thus stigmatised'. When 'Portia' wrote in support of Haldane, 'Justice' replied, urging his fellow correspondent to 'visit Garngad any Sunday morning from 8 o'clock, when he would witness a really edifying spectacle -the hourly exodus from divine service from the spacious church with hourly services until noon'. This rebuttal of 'Portia's' 'cowardly and unwarranted . . . attack upon the morality of the people of Garngad' served equally strongly as a rebuke to Haldane.
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Councillor Jean Mann shared this unease. Having withdrawn her support for George Devlin's complaint the previous autumn, she now raised Sheriff Haldane's comments along with the conduct of 'a certain constable nicknamed "Hitler"' at a meeting of Glasgow Corporation. Mann's intervention might have been expected to carry considerable weight since she was now serving as a bailie, or lay magistrate, herself. However, support for PC Robertson among the senior ranks of the City of Glasgow Police remained firm. Mann was informed that Robertson 'had the confidence of the Chief-Constable'. 52 Significantly, there was no appetite among Mann's colleagues on Glasgow Corporation to rebuke the sheriff. Labour had gained control of the Corporation for the first time in November 1933. For the new socialist administration, demonstrating support for the police and judiciary outweighed any concern with the grievances of the people of the Garngad.
'Riots' and police violence
To fully understand the depth of tensions between the police and local residents we need to examine two 'riots' that took place on 26 May and 9 June 1934. These larger-scale outbreaks of disorder -both of which occurred late on Saturday nights -led to multiple arrests, but civilian witnesses at the trials that followed made repeated allegations of police brutality and falsification of evidence. PC Robertson featured prominently in their accusations. By this time, police patrols of the Garngad were in turn the subject of surveillance by a local 'Vigilance Committee' -a sub-committee of the Provan Ward Committee -whose members monitored arrests made in the district in the light of complaints about 'Hitler's' conduct. The incident on 26 May took place at around 11.30 pm, when Robertson and PC Robert Wales arrested Patrick Kelly, a 48-year-old labourer, outside the fish supper shop at the corner of Garngad Road and Villiers Street. The chaos that ensued was described in the following morning's Sunday Mail:
Within a few minutes the officers were surrounded by a hostile mob, who attacked them with bottles. The mob [ran] wild, and, with but a few constables on the scene to control affairs, the crowd took the law into its own hands and wrecked window after window in the vicinity. Grocers' windows were wrecked and plundered; drapers' shops and fruiterers' received the same treatment . . .
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The Mail's report, apparently based solely on information provided by the police, noted that police reinforcements were delayed after the wires to the nearest police telephone box were cut as the disturbance erupted. When reinforcements belatedly arrived, the Mail reported, the streets were cleared within a few minutes. Readers were assured that: 'A strong force of police was left to guard the district after quiet had been restored, and at an early hour this morning they were still patrolling the vicinity.' 55 Violence had been meted out on both sides before order was restored. On this occasion, the police got the worst of it. Three officers required hospital treatment: Sergeant William Bell was detained in the Royal Infirmary suffering from head injuries, while PC Robertson suffered severe bruising to his right leg and thigh. In addition to Patrick Kelly, six young men aged between 19 and 26 were arrested at the scene. Police officers identified them as members of the Cheeky Forty, and claimed that the 'gangsters' had been supported by the 'large crowd'. Twenty-one plateglass shop windows were smashed during the disturbance, leaving Garngad Road resembling 'a village in France after a bombardment' in the words of one police witness. All seven prisoners were remitted for trial at Glasgow Sheriff Court. 56 The incident on 26 May was eclipsed a fortnight later by another riot in Garngad Road. The 'trouble' arose at around 10 o'clock on the night of Saturday 9 June when police arrested John Callaghan -one of the two men jailed the previous year for attempting to throw Robertson into a canal. Once again, police fed an account of the incident to the Sunday Mail, whose report -headlined 'BATONS OUT IN GARNGAD' -duly depicted their resort to violence as unavoidable: 'Two Glasgow policemen were injured, nine persons were arrested, and the Garngad district was thrown into a state of wild excitement last night when trouble broke out in Garngad Road, and the streets had to be cleared. ' when the police arrested Callaghan a 'menacing' crowd gathered, and one of the officers was struck on the head with a bottle. This 'seemed to be the signal for a general disturbance, and the police were forced to draw their batons'. As passers-by 'fled into doorways and [tenement] closes for shelter', an urgent request for reinforcements was relayed to the Northern Division headquarters. The Mail reported approvingly that 'the "active zone" in the vicinity of Villiers Street to Cobden Street was heavily policed for several hours'. Police made nine arrests. The prisoners -all male, and aged from 23 to 69 -were remitted for trial at the city's Sheriff Court. They joined the seven men arrested on 26 May on remand. 57 Of the 16 men held in Barlinnie prison awaiting trial, 14 were Catholics.
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Before proceedings against the Garngad 'rioters' could be prepared, an alternative version of the events of the night of 9 June emerged from an unexpected quarter. On Tuesday 12 June, the Evening Times published a letter signed by 50 'ratepayers and shopkeepers of Garngad' addressed to the Chief Constable and the ward's three councillors, including Jean Mann. The signatories did not request increased police protection -the usual plea by shopkeepers following outbreaks of disorder and street violence. Rather, they drew attention to 'the unwarranted assault by the police upon residents of this district on June 9, during which disturbance many residentsincluding cripples and aged -received injuries'. Demanding an inquiry into the incident, the signatories called for 'the exercise of a little tact' on the part of the police, arguing that that this 'would go a long way to obviate much of the disorder evident in the district recently'. The shopkeepers feared that if clashes between the police and public were allowed to continue, 'trade will be driven from the district'. If the Chief Constable failed to act, they would lobby the Secretary of State for Scotland instead. 59 The 'ratepayers and shopkeepers' effectively recast the latest outbreak of disorder in Garngad Road as a police riot.
Mob tyranny or police tyranny?
The trials of the two batches of 'rioters' at Glasgow Sheriff Court saw the police repeatedly receive powerful backing from the judiciary. However, the prisoners enjoyed legal representation -available by right to all those appearing at Scotland's sheriff courts, irrespective of ability to pay -and sheriffs were not always able to sway their jurors, some of whom, like the Evening Times's correspondents, were more sympathetic to residents of the Garngad than to the police. 60 The first batch of seven prisoners appeared before Sheriff Haldane over three days from 9 July. They were charged with mobbing and rioting on the night of 26 May. Patrick Kelly, whose arrest sparked the disturbance, was also charged with causing a breach of the peace and assaulting constables Wales and Robertson. The younger prisoners -said by police to be members of the Cheeky Forty -were additionally charged with throwing stones, bricks, bottles, iron bars, axes, bolts, hammers and other missiles at the police, causing severe injury to Sergeant William Bell. They were further accused of smashing shop windows and looting in Garngad Road. The haul from one shop included 11,650 cigarettes along with household goods ranging from thermos flasks to cakes of soap.
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Police evidence was led by PC Robertson. He described how he asked Patrick Kelly, who was drunk and leaning against the window of the fish supper shop, to move to the side of the pavement for his own safety. Kelly refused, swore, and struck the second officer, PC Wales, on the shoulder with a bottle. He then challenged the constables to go with him into a tenement close, telling them that he would 'knock them stiff'. Robertson claimed that he had followed Kelly into the close and 'told him to behave himself and go home', only for Kelly to come back out onto the street and 'kick him on the knee and between the legs'. The constables apprehended Kelly, who lay down on the ground and kicked out at them. A crowd of between 150 and 200 people gathered and Kelly shouted to the onlookers for help. 'The crowd surrounded us', Robertson continued, 'and bottles, stones and other missiles were thrown at us'. Local residents joined in the bombardment, flinging apples, eggs, jam pots and bottles at the constables from their windows. Prompted by the Procurator-Fiscal (public prosecutor), John Drummond Strathern, Robertson confirmed that he had 'quietened' Robert Taylor, who was 'leading the crowd', by striking him with his baton.
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Robertson told the court that he and PC Wales had only been saved from serious injury by the arrival of Sergeant Bell and a third constable. In the event, Robertson stated, he had been off duty for a fortnight due to the injuries he suffered. Sergeant Bell had been off duty for 16 days. Under cross-examination, Robertson confirmed that he was no longer patrolling the Garngad district. He insisted that he had been 'promoted' to the 'inquiry department' at the Northern Police Office. In response to inquiries by the Evening Times, police officials were adamant that Robertson had not been removed as a result of complaints against him. They did concede, 60 On prisoners' entitlement to legal representation, see the Sunday Post, 9 Aug. 1936, 14. 61 Glasgow Herald, 10 July 1934, 7; 12 July 1934, 11. 62 Evening Times, 9 July 1934, 1; Glasgow Herald, 10 July 1934, 7.
however, that having been injured 'rather badly' on three recent occasions, the constable was due for a 'rest'.
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Close reading of the trial reports reveals that defence witnesses gave wholly different -and at least as credible -accounts both of the initial encounter between the two beat constables and Patrick Kelly and of the subsequent 'riot'. A series of local residents -some of whom claimed to have watched Kelly's arrest from the windows of their tenement flatstestified to PC Robertson's brutality. By their accounts, 'Hitler' accosted Kelly 'in a bullying way', before repeatedly battering him on the head with his baton. According to one witness: '[It] was a wonder that Kelly was living after the beating he got.' The most graphic account was given by James McInally, from Bright Street in the Garngad -one of the witnesses interviewed following the complaint against 'Hitler' the previous autumn. McInally described how Kelly 'seemed to lose consciousness and collapsed on the ground. The two constables then dragged him along the street.' McInally now identified himself as a member of both Provan Ward Committee and the associated Garngad Vigilance Committee. Questioned by the Procurator-Fiscal, he denied that the Vigilance Committee had been running a hostile campaign against the police and further denied promoting a petition against PC Robertson. McInally told the court that he patrolled Garngad Road on a nightly basis. Strathern countered McInally's testimony by informing the court that PC Robertson had been 'highly commended by the Chief Constable'. 64 The counterallegations by the prisoners and their witnesses were not solely directed at 'Hitler'. They insisted that the police reinforcements -none of whom had witnessed the initial disturbance -had made random arrests, inflicting considerable violence as they did so.
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Judicial sympathy clearly lay with the police. In his summing up for the jury, Sheriff Haldane acknowledged the fundamental contradictions in the evidence. The prosecution case rested on 'nothing but police testimony', which was flatly contradicted by a 'considerable number' of civilian witnesses. Haldane insisted that such disturbances took place in the Garngad district 'all too frequently', while the stark discrepancy between police evidence and civilian testimonies was equally familiar. He concluded:
The obvious significance of that is this . . . either on the one hand this district . . . is in the grip of a very objectionable police tyranny, or, on the other hand . . . it is in the grip of an even more objectionable mob or gang tyranny. '[I]n carrying out their duties on this occasion', Haldane observed grimly, 'police constables were in great danger of their lives '. 66 Faced with the stark choice presented by Haldane -police tyranny or mob tyranny -the jury opted for the former. They returned a unanimous verdict of not guilty against two of the prisoners, and the same verdict, albeit by a majority, against the remainder, including Patrick Kelly.
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Despite the sheriff's strong steer to the contrary, they found the evidence of 'police tyranny' more plausible. The jury's scepticism appears to be borne out by the prisoners' criminal records. Kelly had served five terms of imprisonment in Barlinnie, the most recent in 1928. By contrast, the six young men freed alongside him had had few previous brushes with the law. If, as the police alleged, they were members of the Cheeky Forty, they were certainly not among the gang's leading figures. Five of them had not previously been in prison, while the sixth had served a single stint in Barlinnie eight years earlier.
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In the wake of the trial, PC Robertson's reassignment looked like a victory for the Garngad Vigilance Committee as well as for the local fighting men. While 'Hitler' had been moved in part for his own safety -as police officials admitted -it is hard to avoid the conclusion that his notoriety had become a problem for the Procurator-Fiscal. Transferring Robertson to desk duties promised both to help to pacify the district and to remove a difficult line of cross-examination for police witnesses at future trials.
When the second batch of Garngad 'rioters' appeared at Glasgow Sheriff Court on 6 August, the stakes were high. The police and Procurator-Fiscal were no doubt still furious following the acquittal of the previous batch of prisoners four weeks earlier. In addition, while initial reports of the disturbance on the night of 9 June had been sympathetic to the police, the heavily publicized protest by local ratepayers and shopkeepers had cast the incident in a wholly different light -as a police riot. The prisoners appeared before Sheriff MacDiarmid on 6 August. John Callaghan was charged with committing a breach of the peace in Garngad Road and throwing a bottle at a police patrol van. The remaining eight prisoners were charged with mobbing and rioting and assaulting the police. 69 The officer in charge of the van, Sergeant Charles Grant, told the court that the crowd numbered 600 at the height of the disturbance. The crowd, he explained, 'appeared to be under the impression that there were prisoners in the van'. After he had ordered the crowd to move, without effect, he instructed the constables to step out of the van. He subsequently directed his men to draw their batons 'to protect themselves and try to restore order by clearing the street'. Grant claimed that he had himself been struck by missiles during the melee. Under cross-examination, Grant denied repeatedly kicking one of the prisoners in the police station and further denied that some of the accused 'were carried face-downwards and thrown bodily into the van'. He also denied that the disturbance only began when 'the police came out of the van and assaulted the crowd'.
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Witnesses for the defence gave an entirely different version of events, claiming that the police had displayed considerable brutality when making a series of indiscriminate arrests. Some of the civilian witnesses gave exaggerated accounts of the tranquillity of the district prior to the arrival of the police patrol van. Fifty-eight-year-old John Taylor 'had never seen Garngad Road so quiet'; another witness claimed 'it was just like a Sunday morning'. Accounts of the violence meted out by the constables were more plausible. Prisoner Joseph Shields was thrown 'head first into the van like a dog'. Another of the prisoners, 57-year-old Richard Kerr, was almost blind. Kerr's wife, aged 71, claimed that when she remonstrated with the police officer who had apprehended her husband she was told: 'We willsoon make him see.' She was then 'pushed into the roadway and nearly trampled on'. She told the court that she knew this officer only as 'Hitler'.
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The youngest prisoner, 23-year-old Thomas Etherson, claimed that 'Hitler' punched him repeatedly before challenging him to 'put up his hands and fight' when they reached the Northern Police Office. Etherson also claimed that he was kicked on the way to the cells. John Callaghan told how he was batoned in the street until he was unconscious. When he came around in the police van, Callaghan alleged, he was 'punched on the face and jaw'. 72 The beatings inflicted on the prisoners were no doubt intended as retribution for the injuries suffered by the police two weeks previously.
Concluding the case for the prosecution, Procurator-Fiscal John Drummond Strathern stated that the trial had been 'stalked' by perjury. He ridiculed the evidence given by defence witnesses:
Were the jury seriously to believe that a police van came into a peaceful street, as the defence alleged, that policemen came out and began to baton Tom, Dick, and Harry, and then threw their prisoners head first into the van? 73 Strathern acknowledged that while defence witnesses had displayed nothing but 'venom' for the police in general, they had frequently singled out PC Robertson: '[T]he constable's presence seemed to act like a red rag to a bull so far as these people living in Garngad Road were concerned.' 74 The Sheriff MacDiarmid commenced his summing-up by declaring that 'on one side or another very serious perjury had been committed'. The defence's suggestion that the police had 'framed' the riot was 'very serious', Macdiarmid declared. Abandoning any semblance of impartiality, he continued:
You are asked to believe that the police force of Glasgow, or this portion of it, in the discharge of its duty, acts in a manner which is impossible in this free country. You are asked to believe that this body of police officers went into Garngad Road, and, for no reason . . . at all, stopped their van; that a bevy of them came pouring out, went mad, and ran up and down the road batoning everyone they could get hold of. As sensible men and women, you must take that story into consideration, comparing it with that of the Crown, and decide which is the more likely.
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Like the Procurator-Fiscal, the sheriff made little attempt to disguise his contempt for the defence witnesses.
The jury found all nine of the prisoners guilty. John Callaghan was sentenced to eight months' imprisonment for breaching the peace. The other prisoners were all convicted of mobbing and rioting and assaulting the police. Five were jailed for 12 months. The remaining three got four months. 78 In contrast to the prisoners acquitted the previous month, Callaghan and most of his co-accused had substantial criminal records. Between them, they had amassed 33 previous convictions for assault, breach of the peace or disorderly behaviour prior to their arrest on 9 June.
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Several of them were hardened fighting men, although on this occasion they had been worsted by the police.
Macdiarmid's 'salutary' sentences were applauded by the local press. Like the sheriff and the Procurator-Fiscal, columnists simply refused to believe civilian accounts of the police conduct in Garngad Road. The Evening Times acknowledged that individual officers might make 'serious errors of judgement', but the prospect of a number of them 'deliberately provok[ing] a disturbance' was 'frankly incredible'.
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Buoyed by the conviction of the second batch of 'rioters', the Procurator-Fiscal's office took the highly unusual step of preparing charges of perjury against three witnesses. troublesome population of the Garngad a lesson. Three local men -Robert Burns, William Madden and John Kelly -appeared at Glasgow Sheriff Court before Sheriff Haldane on 21 January 1935. At the trial on 7 August 1934, they had each described seeing 'Hitler' from the windows of their tenement flats between half-past one and two o'clock in the morning -two to three hours after the 'riot' had subsided. All three testified to having seen 'Hitler' walk down Bright Street with a pail in his hand, put something into the pail, then place the pail in a 'Black Maria' (police van) at the corner of Garngad Road. Taken together, their testimonies were crucial to the defence claim that the missiles allegedly thrown at the police during the riot had in fact been 'put on the street late that night or early on Sunday morning by the police'. 81 The gulf between civilian and police evidence was maintained during the trial of Burns, Madden and Kelly: the alleged perjurers stood by their initial statements; PC Robertson refuted their claims; more residents of Bright Street now came forward to corroborate the prisoners' testimonies.
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Councillor Jean Mann, called as a defence witness, caused a sensation when she revealed that contrary to earlier police denials PC Robertson had been removed from his beat in the Garngad due to local resentment. Mann explained that she had received a telephone call around midnight on 9 June asking her to go to the district on account of 'an unprovoked attack by the police'. She went to Garngad Road at noon and was immediately surrounded by people clamouring to tell her what had happened. One of the prisoners, Robert Burns, told her that he had seen 'Hitler going down Bright Street, picking up a pail, and putting stones into it'. The crowd was so numerous that Mann convened an impromptu meeting in a local hall to collect names and addresses. Local people were adamant that the riot had been provoked, or 'framed', by the police. She subsequently told Chief Constable Sillitoe that 'she intended to bring the matter before the magistrates for an inquiry unless the constable nicknamed "Hitler" was removed from the district'. Sillitoe 'had the man removed', she explained, 'so I took no further action'. Prompted by the solicitor for the accused, Mann confirmed that the district had 'quietened down' since PC Robertson's removal. In his summing-up for the jury Sheriff Haldane lambasted Mann, insisting that she had had 'no right' to highlight the antipathy towards the constable.
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The jury found the prisoners guilty. Passing sentence, Haldane was vehement in his condemnation both of the prisoners and of the defence witnesses at the present trial, whose 'obviously perjured' evidence, he declared, represented 'an organised attempt to defeat the ends of justice'. He jailed the prisoners -none of whom had previously been in prisonfor six months. 84 They attempted to appeal against their convictions, protesting that Sheriff Haldane's statements in court had been 'prejudicial to a fair trial', but leave to appeal was refused by the Scottish Court of Criminal Appeal. 85 The conviction of Burns, Madden and Kelly did not satisfy the Procurator-Fiscal. Further proceedings were initiated against eight of the witnesses -five women and three men -who had testified on their behalf. They in turn were charged with perjury. They appeared before Sheriff Robertson (no relation to the notorious constable of the same name) on 24 June 1935. The women included 26-year-old Mary Kelly, whose husband, John, had been jailed for perjury in January. None of the women had previously been in prison. The men included George Devlin, who had lodged the complaint against 'Hitler' in September 1933. The prisoners pleaded not guilty. 86 Sheriff Robertson was notably hostile towards the defence witnesses as well as towards the prisoners during their crossexaminations, interjecting when a civil engineer confirmed that the corner of Garngad Road was visible at night from the prisoners' windows -'I take it you are not a Professor of Optics?' -and joking in response to the testimony of prisoner Michael McLaughlin that: 'If things go on are they are doing [the police] will have to [increase] the size of their vans!' The prisoners were found guilty, albeit by a majority verdict. Sheriff Robertson jailed them all for six months, telling the court that while he was 'distressed' by the case of Mary Kelly -an expectant mother -a female perjurer was 'just as dangerous' as a male one. 87 Politicians, the press and a miscarriage of justice Following the 'Garngad Perjury Trial' the prisoners and their supporters fiercely contested both the jury's verdict and the sentences. Allegations of a miscarriage of justice were accompanied by humanitarian appeals for the reduction of the sentences imposed on the female prisoners, four of whom were mothers with young children. Campaigners repeatedly highlighted the children's suffering along with the condition of Mary Kelly. Councillor Jean Mann, who led the campaign, made skilful use of the press to publicize the devastating effect of the sentences on the prisoners and their families. The local Unionist MP, Charles Emmott, was conspicuous by his silence, but the prisoners' cause was taken up at Mann's behest by John McGovern, outspoken Independent Labour Party (ILP) MP for Shettleston in Glasgow's East End. 88 Positioning themselves far to the left of the Labour Party in parliament, ILP MPs were much more willing than their former Labour colleagues to publicly denounce class-bias in the administration of the law. 89 Mann, who had opted to stay within the Labour Party when the ILP disaffiliated in 1932, nonetheless worked with McGovern to raise the profile of the prisoners and their families. As convener of the Housing Committee of Glasgow Corporation, Mann was a prominent figure in the city's first Labour administration. 90 However, when she and McGovern claimed that the prisoners were victims of a miscarriage of justice they quickly found themselves marginalized politically: McGovern's allegations of police tyranny and judicial bias were denounced both in the House of Commons and by influential members of the controlling Labour group on Glasgow Corporation.
Mann met with Sir Godfrey Collins, Secretary of State for Scotland in the Conservative-dominated National Government, two days after the trial ended to press for Mary Kelly's release. She also began to prepare an appeal on behalf of the prisoners in collaboration with their solicitor. 91 At the same time, she exploited the growing interest in the case in the Scottish popular press. Journalists had noted that that the female prisoners had relatively large families -one of them, Helen Dempsey, had eight children. 92 Newspapers which routinely reported on street disturbances from the perspective of the police began to run feature articles on the jailed women and their families. In effect, the crime story of lawlessness in the Garngad was transformed into a 'human interest' story -written, increasingly, by female journalists. 93 Mann told the Scottish Daily Express that the women, whom she knew well, were 'suffering severe mental agony at being torn from their families'. Their children were 'ill and hysterical'. A 'special representative' of the Express visited two of the families in their homes the following day. Her report, under the headline 'Boy of 4 Cries for "Mummy" -Jailed', focused on Daniel, the youngest child of expectant mother Mary Kelly.
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The humanitarian approach fostered sympathy for the female prisoners, but overshadowed the political dimension of protests against their treatment. The prisoners' parish priest, Father Edward Lawton, also took up the women's cause. However, his intervention undermined Mann's attempt to build the case for an appeal against their convictions. Lawton told the Sunday Post that he had appealed to the Prince of Wales to lend support to the women but emphasized that he had made the request on 'humanitarian' rather than legal grounds. Lawton had 'no doubt' that the women were guilty; he was concerned about 'the hardship being endured by the children'. Invoking the spectre of witness intimidation -previously raised by Sheriff Haldane -Lawton suggested that the women had given their statements in 'a moment of excitement' and were afraid to retract them. He also warned of the trial's repercussions within the Garngad: the district's prevailing poverty was being exacerbated, Lawton asserted, by contributions to the distress fund set up for the children, while a meeting held by a 'revolutionary body' had been permitted by 'the loyal people of Garngad' for the first time. 95 The prisoners' case was raised in the House of Commons on 4 July by ILP MP John McGovern, who launched a blistering attack on integrity of both the police and the judiciary. McGovern demanded inquiries into the police forces of both Glasgow and Lanarkshire and announced his intention to put down a motion for the removal from office of Sheriff Robertson on account of his 'biased and prejudiced' statements during the trial of Mary Kelly and her co-accused. McGovern told the House that the people of the Garngad had been subjected to 'police terrorism', describing how officers had begun to patrol the district on Saturday evenings in a 'Black Maria' van 'before disturbances of any kind had taken place'. 96 According to McGovern, the sequence of events on 9 June 1934 was clear: 'This patrol van was moved into the area and then there was a breach of the peace.' Among those apprehended, McGovern pointed out, were 'a blind man of indifferent health' and 'a cripple with only one leg', who was charged with waving his crutch in a 'threatening' manner. Men and women had been arrested 'wholesale', he claimed, as punishment for disputing police accounts of these events. Other witnesses had been intimidated by the police:
A system of terrorism was set up as the result of which a large number of people who could give evidence said they were not prepared to go to the court because the police had made it known that everybody who dared to swear against the police would be arrested for perjury.
Garngad looked like a victory for local people in the summer of 1934, it had been earned at great cost -not just in beatings administered in the streets, tenement closes and police cells, but also in the lengthy terms of imprisonment imposed at the city's Sheriff Court and the huge disruption to the lives of the families affected.
The legacies of PC Robertson's stint in the Garngad were unevenly felt too. Robertson's own official record was unblemished: no misconduct was registered in his personnel file. Upon retirement in 1965, his character was recorded as 'exemplary'. 108 His namesake, Sheriff Robertson, similarly faced no disciplinary proceedings despite the fierce criticism of his handling of the 'Garngad Perjury Trial' made in the House of Commons. By contrast, 20 local residents -18 of them Catholics -served prison sentences arising out of the 'riot' in Garngad Road on 9 June 1934. Most had no previous convictions. 109 The damage to the reputation of the Garngad was such that the district was renamed 'Royston' in 1942. 110 According to local residents, the change was made because young people with Garngad addresses were struggling to obtain work. 111 PC Robertson was exceptional, both in the extent of his incivility and in the ferocity of his violence. While he had his supporters in the district, his conduct met with a furious response from law-abiding residents of the Garngad as well as local gang members. So far as his senior officers were concerned, however, 'Hitler' was no 'rotten apple' -even if they felt it prudent to remove him from the Garngad beat within 12 months of his appointment. 112 Significantly, at the height of local protests against his conduct 'Hitler' was commended by Glasgow's Chief Constable, while his colleagues in the Northern Division backed him up with equal vigour on the streets and in the courtroom. In effect, 'Hitler's' aggression ratcheted up the mutual antipathy between the police and residents of the Garngad, with calamitous consequences for local people. 113 In Glasgow police lore, 'Hitler's' exploits were still celebrated decades after his retirement. His fighting prowess was reputedly such that some of his adversaries 'walked backwards with a limp when they came out of hospital', while his anti-Catholic bigotry had become the stuff of canteen humour. Police reminiscences, relayed decades later, lend substance to allegations that were strenuously denied at the height of local protests during the 1930s. 114 In the early years of mass democracy in Britain, the citizens of the Garngad were not listened to when they complained of 'Hitler's' prejudice and brutality. Their allegations were dismissed not just by senior police officers but -with equal vehemence -by the Procurator-Fiscal and the judiciary. In effect, Glasgow's legal establishment closed ranks against the denizens of the city's worst 'slum'. The Catholic allegiance and Irish antecedents of the majority of local residents undoubtedly counted against them. Glasgow's Irish-Catholics were by no means the only targets of police violence during the 1930s, but they were widely stigmatized as violent and disorderly -not least by the police -and the surnames of the Garngad 'rioters' were evidence enough of their guilt for some readers of the local press. 115 The two politicians who took up the complaints against the police were marginalized: Jean Mann by her colleagues in the Labour group on Glasgow Corporation, John McGovern by all but his two ILP colleagues in the House of Commons.
The local and national press provided the police with further powerful backing. Crime reports were frequently based largely on information provided by the police -either directly to journalists or in officers' courtroom testimonies. A clear hierarchy of credibility applied in trials, whereby police evidence effectively formed official truths -treated, overwhelmingly, as factual accounts by magistrates, sheriffs and journalists alike (although jurors occasionally questioned them). Emboldened by support from the judiciary, politicians and the press, the police aggressively pursued those Garngad residents who challenged their authority, clamping down not just on 'rioters' but on those civilian witnesses who contested police evidence in court. Sympathetic coverage of the families of the women jailed for perjury in June 1935 in the Scottish national press gave a fleeting voice to working-class residents of the Garngad. However, the 'democratizing impulse' that historians have located 'seemingly everywhere' in culture and society in interwar Britain was barely evident here. 116 Humaninterest features downplayed allegations of police brutality and judicial bias. Working-class people were only allowed a voice in these stories when they spoke as victims of misfortune. They were not permitted to speak as victims of miscarriages of justice.
